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Fly more. Plan faster.

ENFLIGHT 3D OFFERS ADVANCED FLIGHT PLANNING TOOLS USING
GOOGLE EARTH™ IMAGERY
Fly your flight plan before you fly — Try Our 30-day Free Trial Offer!
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN, July 23, 2007 — Enflight is introducing an exclusive one-click interface
from its flight planning software to Google Earth™. This exciting new feature allows pilots to
visualize their flight and “fly” it using 3D satellite imagery before leaving the ground.
“Enflight’s Google Earth™ interface increases a pilot’s situational awareness and provides a new level
of confidence and safety to a route they may not have flown before,” said Enflight President Phill
Apley. “This Google Earth™ interface is exclusive to Enflight and is compatible with Enflight’s airport
directory and other desktop flight planning services.”
Enflight 3D helps pilots familiarize themselves with their route of flight combined with terrain and
actual weather. Enflight is offering a 30-day free trial for pilots who sign up at their booth at EAA’s
AirVenture show at Oshkosh.
“We believe that once pilots use Enflight 3D, they won’t want to plan their flights without it,” said
Apley. “The free 30-day trial also will introduce pilots to our full-range of other advanced web-based
flight planning services.”
Pilots are invited to see Enflight demonstrate its products and features each day at EAA AirVenture
July 23 - 29 at Booth #3148, Hangar C. In addition to the 30-day trial offer for eligible pilots, they
can also register for a chance to win a daily flight in the Ford Tri-Motor aircraft.
Enflight’s flight planning software provides pilots faster, easier and customized pre-flight weather,
planning and briefing tools that ease a pilot’s pre-flight journey through the maze of information to
provide clear, concise and customizable flight planning. In addition to Enflight 3D, we offer
Enflight Mobile, with briefing, route planning, flight plans, and airport information on your smart
phone or PDA; Wxpert, to safely make Go/No-Go decisions at a glance — weather shown in red is
below your personal minimums, while green shows you’re good to go; Nxpert, to quickly see
NOTAMS applicable to your flight; and Selective Briefing to identify and print only what you need.
Headquartered in San Jose, CA, Enflight offers a flight planning system that incorporates our route
planning engine, the most widely used route planner in general aviation, for pilots of aircraft ranging
from single-engine piston aircraft to transport jets. The Enflight system is designed to get a flight
into the air rapidly, using advanced technology including highly optimized automatic route
selection, simple aircraft performance profiles, modeling the effect of airborne winds on flight
performance, and in a pilot-friendly flight log format. Enflight’s web-based products and features
provide FAA legal briefings with no software to download or install. Enflight technology has been the
technical backbone of the CSC DUATS system since 1991.
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